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Zusammenfassung/Abstract

In this talk I will consider the problem of detection and localization of sparse signals in noise when adaptive sensing approaches are allowed. Adaptive sensing means the data collection process is sequential and the collection of future data is guided by all data collected so far. This is in contrast with most traditional approaches where all the data is collected passively before any analysis is done. The added flexibility of sequential designs results in dramatic gains in performance, both for signal estimation and detection. I consider in particular the setting where the signal of interest is a $n$-dimensional vector with solely $s$ non-zero components, and show that if sequential designs are allowed the minimum signal component magnitude necessary to guarantee accurate detection or localization needs only to scale with $s$. This is remarkable since there is no (asymptotic) dependence on the extrinsic dimension $n$. On the other hand if sequential designs are not allowed the magnitude of the signal components must necessarily scale with the extrinsic dimension $n$. Our characterization involves both lower performance bounds, as well as simple but powerful adaptive sensing procedures able to nearly achieve these fundamental limits for a while range of scenarios. Recent extensions of these ideas to compressed sensing scenarios will also be discussed.
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